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art of the pride I take in my job is the amount 
of time I actually spend “doing good work”. 
Until you join a place like HeadWaters, you 

have no idea how much can be accomplished in a 
day when you are not burdened with nonsensical 
policies and bureaucracy! For a person who has 
always pushed to make things happen, it is an 
amazing feeling and a great relief to find a place 
where every action results in a step forward. Unfor-
tunately, recent legislative posturing has changed 
our efficiency and put us on the defensive.  
 Many of you may already be familiar with the 
onslaught of legislation aimed at environmental 
preservation and conservation efforts in the State 
of Michigan. It has been an unexpected and un-
precedented attack on the work of land conser-
vancies and our partners. Most alarming is draft 
language of a bill that may be put forth by Senator 
Casperson that would require “All Recreational 
Uses” on public preserves in exchange for tax-
exempt status on these lands.  All Recreational 
Uses would include motorized vehicles such as 
ATV’s. After meeting with Senators Casperson, 
Booher, Green and Walker on September 18, Sen-
ator Casperson agreed to delay introduction of the 
bill… for now.
 There have been several stories cited as to why 
this proposed bill ever came into existence. I can’t 
speak to those circumstances but I can tell you 
what I witnessed personally. During the meeting 
I and other land conservancy directors attended 
with the senators, the claim was made that no
trespassing signs have been seen on public preserves. 

We were told that “numerous” concerned citizens 
had called Senator Casperson’s office, precipitating 
he take action against this violation. As it turned 
out, the property(s) in question was a privately held 
conservation easement.  
 It pains me to think about the time and effort we 
have had to direct toward all of this unnecessary 
legislation in the last few weeks; having to defend 
our work against things that did not even happen. 
And as ridiculous as this all sounds, we have to 
take this proposed legislation very seriously! With 
the great success of the Sturgeon River Preserve, 
our future plans included the acquisition of 
additional public preserves. Those plans will all 
have to change if this legislation moves forward, 
and the opportunity for community outreach is 
greatly diminished. Our current momentum will 
be stymied.
 We need your help to stop this and other poorly 
conceived legislation born from misinformation. 
Please visit www.heartofthelakes.org for the latest 
updates regarding how legislation is progressing. 
Contact your state representatives to tell them 
how you feel, and please help support HeadWaters 
Land Conservancy as we face unexpected budget 
expenditures in defense of the work we love, 
protecting land in northeast Michigan… forever. 
Thank you for your support and generosity.  
                            Sincerely, 
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Preserving the “Up North” You Enjoy 
by Volunteering

By: Emily Cook, Stewardship Coordinator & Huron Pines AmeriCorps

 I have always considered myself to be a westerner. 
The majority of my childhood was lived within an 
hour of Lake Michigan. As I grew older, the distance 
between my home and the water’s edge grew shorter. 
College reduced the driving time to thirty minutes 
and later, a family move to Frankfort meant that a 
car wasn’t even necessary.  I could hear the waves 
crashing along the shore from my bedroom window. 
 I moved to Gaylord in the heart of winter to begin 
my service as a Huron Pines 
AmeriCorps member with 
HeadWaters Land Conservancy. 
To say I was unfamiliar with 
northeast Michigan would be 
an understatement. My ex-
perience with Lake Huron 
consisted of views from the 
Mackinac Bridge and I could 
narrow down the location of 
Otsego County to “somewhere 
near the tip of the mitt”. Soon, 
I was nourishing my passion 
for the environment with 
everything the east side has to 
offer – things I had been missing 
out on for most of my life. 
 During my short time in 
northeast Michigan, I have 
witnessed a passion for our 
natural resources on a very 
personal level, usually over-
looked while speeding along 
Interstate 75. The further I 
travel east, the more I feel like 
I have been transported into a different part of the 
country. Relatively flat land transitions into rolling, 
forested hills - a rare sight in the Lower Peninsula, 
roadside pull-offs offer scenic views of river valleys 
and if you’re lucky, you might cross paths with the 
elusive elk herd. 
 Part of my service with HeadWaters Land 
Conservancy includes working with volunteer land 
monitors to inspect land that has been placed in a 
conservation easement. In other words, the land is so 
special, the landowner has decided to protect it in 

perpetuity. They may have river frontage along the 
AuSable, wetlands harboring an abundance of 
wildlife or a strong cultural history. Regardless, these 
lands and waters are protected from development 
forever. As a volunteerland monitor, one is able to see 
firsthand why these places are worth protecting. If 
you are paying attention, the aforementioned reasons 
for appreciating this part of Michigan are obvious. 
The treasures hidden on private land are less so. In 

recent months I have had the 
opportunity to wander forest
paths one landowner compared
to sights he saw on a recent 
trip to Alaska. Earlier, a 
glance into a small pond 
revealed a dozen painted turtles 
coming to the sur face in 
anticipation of a handful of
bread crumbs. Whether it is 
a stand of tall pines planted 
forty years ago by a husband 
and wife or a stone memorial 
in remembrance of one’s love 
for the land, each conservation 
easement holds a unique value, 
not just to the landowner but 
for everyone who values a 
healthy Michigan landscape.
 I am proud to say that 
now, nearly nine months
later, I can identify the location 
of every single county in 
northeast Michigan. I would 
be able to tell a visitor that 

it takes approximately thirty minutes to drive from 
Grayling to Gaylord, perhaps a little longer if you 
travel along the more scenic back roads (which, by 
the way, I would be able to point out). I no longer 
label myself as a westerner, but rather just a 
Michigander; one who has a love for all of this state’s 
special places.  
 If you are interested in becoming a volunteer land 
monitor at HeadWaters Land Conservancy, please 
call (989)731-0573 or email, ecook.americorps@
gmail.com.

Dave Nadolsky, Emily Cook 
and Jerry Smith



“Roast and Toast”
On The Sturgeon River Preserve

Thursday, November 1st 
from 5:00-6:30 pm

*See our website for directions to the 
Preserve

The Preserve is a special place to 
experience nature in its preserved state 
with families and friends. During this 
event you will be greeted with hot cocoa, 
while taking a stroll along the new trails. 
After the stroll, roast a marshmallow or 
two and meet the volunteers that helped 
prepare the Preserve for the public to 
enjoy. 

HWLC would like to thank the volunteers 
for their hard work and the donors that 
gave us the support that we needed to 
get this project started!

Preparing Your Land for Winter
Michigan’s long winter months can be harsh on your land and the wildlife that resides there. 
Follow these simple tips for keeping everything and everyone happy until spring returns.

• The salt we use to melt snow and ice can also take a toll on trees and shrubs. When the   
 roots absorb salt, the next season’s leaves may look burned around the edges and change  
 color or drop prematurely. One of the easiest ways to prevent salt damage is to use other   
 melting materials, such as sand.

• Winter in northeast Michigan can be a difficult time for birds. The days are short, and   
 nights are often cold and long. Provide high-calorie and high-fat food to birds. Oil Sunflower  
 is a great overall seed to offer in the winter.  It has twice as many calories as striped sun  
 flower seeds and has high protein content. Remember to locate feeders out of the wind!

• You can protect trees from snow and wind damage simply by planting them in sheltered   
 areas. If that’s not possible, create a temporary shelter with a burlap snow fence, which will
 block some snow and wind but let the sunshine in. Throughout the winter, keep your trees  
 and shrubs clear of snow. Knock the snow off with a broom before it freezes and becomes  
 heavy enough to damage the branches.
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Generation Z 
Getting Involved 
in Conservation

 Meet Josh Lange, a young 14 year old Boy Scout, who 
has taken on the Sturgeon River Preserve Project as his 
own way to reach out into his community. Josh is a part of 
Boy Scout Troop 53 out of Boyne City and his Eagle Coach 
is Eugene Branigan. Josh has taken on making the Sturgeon
River Preserve a place that the community can enjoy by 
building trails and creating signage for hikers. Josh has 
coordinated Work Bee events and fundraised for this project. 
 Through HWLC’s  donors generous support of the Sturgeon 
River Preserve Project and the countless volunteer hours 
that Josh Lange, Josh Lange’s parents, Boy Scout Troop 
53, Land Committee members, The Wood Shop, and help 
from all other volunteers… they accomplished:
  - 3/4 mile trail cleared
  - 1/4 mile trail (hillside at beginning) cut for 
     erosion control
  - 3/4 mile trail blazed
  - 4 trail signs built and installed
  - 1 staircase built
 HWLC believes in providing youth, like Josh Lange, with 
opportunities that will enhance their creativity, provide 
leadership opportunities, and learn about the environment 
they live in. Getting youth more involved in land conservation 
is an important part of HWLC’s mission.

A Rare Find on the Sturgeon River Preserve
Two volunteers from HWLC’s Land Committee took the initiative to 
identify all tree species and the remainder of vascular (and the few non-
vascular) plants on the Preserve. A total of 132 plants were identified to 
genus and species in the Sturgeon River Preserve. Of these species, 121 
were native to Michigan, and 11 were adventive (not native). During the 
identification process this past spring and summer of 2012 a rare find 
was found on the Preserve. The musky monkey-flower, Mimulus mos-
chatus, was collected from the wetland seep in the southeast portion of 
the preserve. This is a new occurrence for Otsego County. Being that this 
flower is very rare to find in the area, the flower was taken to Michael 
Penskar, for identification. Michael Penskar is University of Michigan’s 
Program and Lead Botanist for the Michigan Natural Features Inventory. 
HWLC hopes that you will be able to visit the Preserve so you can enjoy 
one of these amazing features. You can find directions to the Preserve and 
a map of the new trails on our website at www.headwatersconservancy.org.

Scout Trail Day
2012



 Northeast Michigan is ablaze with autumn 
color as another season flickers out and we 
transition into cooler temperatures. When I 
started with HeadWaters as an AmeriCorps 
member this past January, it was difficult 
to predict the progress that would be made 
during my ten months of service. Now, as my 
service comes to an end, I am able to share 
with you the great strides that have been 
made towards the protection of our special 
land and water. 
 This was a milestone year as our first 
Preserve officially opened for public use. The 
Sturgeon River Preserve, located just north of 
Gaylord, features two new hiking loops that 
take you through picturesque cedar swamp 
and upland forest. With assistance from Eagle 
Scout Josh Lange, we recruited over 30 
volunteers who were 
willing to get their 
hands dirty to prepare 
the 40 acre Preserve 
for low-impact use. I 
encourage all to explore 
the new trails. Keep 
an eye out for signs of 
elk biting into the bark 
of maple trees, listen 
to the quickly flowing 
waters of the Sturgeon 
River, and look for a 
few of the 132 species 
of plants that can be 
identified along the way. 
 HeadWaters strives 
to protect land that 
will benefit the entire 
ecological community. 
By the end of the year we 
hope to have two more
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Land Protection Update from Emily Cook

conservation easements in place that epitomize 
this goal.  Each piece of  land adjoins 
other conservation easements already in 
place and are located directly on river systems 
within the AuSable watershed – a priority area 
in northeast Michigan. These easements, 
combined with a ninety-acre easement 
completed this past spring, will add an 
additional 3,500 feet of protected water frontage 
to the nearly 30 miles that are already protected 
within our service area. 
 This has been a very successful season and 
I would like to thank the dozens of volunteers 
who helped support our mission. From 
providing snacks at work bees to monitoring 
our 74 conservation easements, your 
time and knowledge has played an integral 
role in the success of HWLC.
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Business Thank You’s
• Otsego Conservation District for providing  
 native plants for the Native Plant Sale.
• Home Depot of Gaylord, Grayling 
 Greenhouse, and Cottage Gardens, Inc. for  
 donating native plants for the Native Plant  
 Sale.
• The Guide for publishing numerous articles  
 about HWLC’s work.
• US Foods, Inc. for donating a case of 
 hamburgers and buns for the Appreciation  
 Gathering.
• Sysco for donating a case of chicken breasts  
 for the Appreciation Gathering.
• Fick and Sons for donating tables and 
 chairs for the Appreciation Gathering as 
 well as delivery and pick-up.
• The Wood Shop for assisting Boy Scout 
 Josh Lange with new trail signs for the 
 Sturgeon River Preserve.
• Boyne Mountain Resort for donating 16 
 water park passes to Avalanche Bay for 
 the Boy Scouts appreciation day.
• Feeny Chrysler Jeep Dodge of Gaylord 
 for contributing towards HWLC’s Au Sable  
 River Watershed Project and Sturgeon 
 River Preserve Project.

HWLC would also like to send thanks to…
• Gary Gee for contributing photos to our 
 newsletter and direct mail campaign. 
 Check out his work at 
 www.photographyupnorth.com.
• Jo Knox and Martha Eberly for donating and
 creating the wine glasses for our Appreciation
 Gathering.
• Qua and Holliday-Fischer Families for 
 hosting house parties at their homes to help
 HWLC raise money and meet new land owners
 for the Au Sable Watershed Project.
• Patricia Osburn for being HWLC’s guest
 speaker at the Landscaping with Native Plants
 Workshop. 

Photo By - Erica Westcoat

Sustainers Circle
$10,000+ ..............Watershed Guardians

$5,000-$9,000 .............. River Guardians

$1,000-$4,999 ...........Stream Guardians

$500-$999 ..................Spring Guardians


